




Hi there!

For our best experience 
at the workshop

Click- play- fail
around this frame :)

Quick onboarding video
Vimeo



MIRO CRASH COURSE 18'

1. Create a sticky note (toolbar on the left hand side) & write 
your name by clicking on it.

2. Put an emoji on a post- it. Click on a post- it and pick an 
emoji/ smiley face icon from a meny that shows above the 

post it.

3. Create an image by using Google image search (tool bar 
on the left, 3 dots at the end, new toolbar pops up, there it 

is).

4. Zoom in & out (down in the right corner)

5. Follow where somebody is looking (top, on the right side 
click on a little, round icon with a picture or letters of the 

name)

6. Navigation mode in the settings (top, right hand corner, zip 
line icon)

Practice here:
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1. Pick one of the free spots in the table.

2. Write your name in the space provided above.

3. Pick a post- it from a toolbar on the left and write a 
thing you recently learned in the bottom square.

4.In the toolbar on the left, find <...> and go to google 
image search, in the square above post a picture of 
something that makes you happy.



Introduce:

1. MIRO
as a digital 
cooperation tool

2. Curriculum
design tool - vision 
backcasting.

Provide the 
participants with 
understanding of 
the phases in the 
backcasting design 
process

Basic 
understanding of 
learning arches

Participants 
understand and can 
go through 4 steps 
of the horisontal 
part of the design 
process.

1. SKA for the 
vision
2.SKA for the 
Students at the 
entry level
3. SKA of the core 
staff
4. Reality check

Welcome &Check in
Introduction to MIRO
I DO ARRT

BREAK 10'

Backcasting tool
Why & Vision

BREAK 10'

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Intro Learning 
Arches

BREAK 10'

Step 4
Sum up

Trainer - facilitates

Team- co- 
creation, 
discussions

Active participation

Trust the process

Be here now, no 
phones,

Be creative,

Try new things,
Have some fun!

4,5 hours

ntention D
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CASE for the workshop:

Develop an international training 
program for young aspiring leaders 
who want to work for social change. 

Age 18-25 years old.



Group 1

Group 3Group 2

Common traits:

What areas do your organizations operate in? Reflect in groups with your 
colleagues and write on post- its 

Based on the common traits, what 
kind of social change do you want to 

contribute to together?

1. 2.

3.



How do we know 
we succeeded?

What do we expect them to 
encounter in 5 years?

The required result of your program 
based on what

the industry needs and a vision to 
support



Is a WHY or a Vision More Important? | Simon Sinek
YouTube

The power of why vs.  vision

WHY? VISION



Why

Vision

Key words:

Key words:



Write a common vision 
here:



ATTITUDES KNOWLEDGESKILLS

STEP 1
What are the Knowledge, Skills and A�itudes that must be learned, explored, 

applied, and anchored during our program?

Take 12 minutes to think individually about skills, knowledge and attitudes (SKA) that the 
students in our course need to learn.  This is where we want the program to take the 
students. Write them on separate post- it notes.

After that, take 3 minutes to read through the post- its written by other participants.

IMPORTANT:
Write one word per post- it, use verbs, it makes it easier later! We are looking for QUANTITY, 
so produce a lot of  sticky notes.



ATTITUDES KNOWLEDGESKILLS

Focus on a student entering the course. What would the ideal student have if we could choose? Dream big!
If you do than you can improve...

The guiding Question here is, ‘if we want to deliver all the SKA from step 1, what would we love students to 
have, to build on, a positive attitude towards or experience of before they start?

Who are the students?
What are their 'must have' and 'nice to have'.

Take 12 minutes to think individually about skills, knowledge and attitudes that the students have when 
entering the course. Write them on separate post- it notes.

Take 3 minutes now to read through the post- its written by other participants.

STEP 2
Who's it for?

DESIGNING THE IDEAL



ATTITUDES KNOWLEDGESKILLS

Step 3 
DESIGNING THE IDEAL
Who is in the core team?

Take 5 min to think who are the members of the core staff in your program? Are they only teachers or 
maybe mentors, leadership representatives etc. Write your suggestions on separate post- its.

Take now 10 minutes to think individually about skills, knowledge and attitudes of the core staff.
Write them on separate post- it notes.

‘If we want to deliver all the SKA from phase 1, what would we love the core staff to have, to build on, a 
positive attitude towards or experience of?

Think that it’s important to attract staff that fosters passion, creativity, perseverance, courage and 
empathy.

From this brainstorm, again write as many post- its as you can!

Who's in the
core team?



Make sure 
you land 
an arch

Set Arch

Hold Arch

Land Arch

Start / Set
(what do you want to 
achieve, what skills, 
knowledge and attitudes 
do you want to cover?)

End /Land
How do you land an 
activity. After defining 
knowledge, skills activities 
(how do you make sure 
that everybody is aware of 
those SKA, before you 
move to the next step)

Hold
Holding, hosting, facilitating 
and leading the learning 
experience is what happens 
in the centre of the arch.



Step 4
Reality- check

Meet potential students where they're at.

What's realistic that these people already have? And what they don't have?
TASK 1
Take 10 min to look at  SKA of ideal students entering the course and group them into
 group 1: ‘SKA likely to have at the start of the course’ and
 group 2:  ‘SKA unlikely to have at the start of the course’.

Programme design is first horizontal, than we construct the programme 
vertically with measures, actions, goals and title of the module.

SKA likely to have
Group1

SKA unlikely to 
have

Group 2

Then use 10 min to discuss and pick together 3-5 SKA post- its from group 2. Put them under 
the 1st yellow part of the backcasting canvas (Miro frame 17, in the circle STEP 4 reality 
check), what they have to know/have at the start of the course but they don't. These SKA will 
make it to the first module of the programme.

TASK 2

Take 20min to discuss and pick together 3-5 SKA post- its from SKA vision of the programme, 
Miro frame 11. Decide what makes most logical sense to work on in the course in the 
following phases. Put them under the yellow and white parts of the backcasting canvas, 
Miro Frame 17. They will construct the basis for the modules of the programme. Look at the 
example post- its under the backcasting canvas in the Miro frame 17.
This is a messy and time consuming part - finding a linear logic that makes sense.



Step 4
Reality check.

skills
module 
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